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Abstract. In this paper we introduceLocation Estimation through Proximity In-
formation (LEPI), an algorithm that aims at locating portable RFID readers in
areas where active-RFID grids are settled. Location estimation is accomplished
through a proximity information, which the reader derives by performing tag in-
terrogation at increasing RF power levels. RFID tags surrounding the reader are
incrementally detected and their known positions are eventually averaged, this
providing an accurate estimation of the reader location. The performance of the
proposed approach is assessed by experimental trials, conducted in indoor en-
vironments. They testify both to the actual feasibility of such a solution and to
its better accuracy when compared to other reference RFID-based location tech-
niques.

1 Introduction

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is rapidly emerging as a pervasive technology,
capable to spread over many different communications, industrial and entertainment
application fields. The working scenarios currently envisaged for RFID systems are
much broader than the initial one (simple replacement of optical bar-codes) and give
rise to the futuristic vision of anInternet of Things[1], where RFID tags are deployed
on a fairly ubiquitous basis. In such a dynamic environment, new ways to exploit RFID
potential are of major interest.

In this paper we will explore the operation of RFID as a technology to locate ob-
jects and people either in indoor or even in limited-area outdoor environments. More
specifically, we assume to work in a scenarios where, due to the presence of an ex-
cessive number of physical obstacles, classical localization solutions, such as Global
Positioning System (GPS) or ultrasound systems [10], turns to be unfeasible or too ex-
pensive. Based on the target of the location procedures that exploit RFID systems, we
distinguish betweentag-orientedandreader-orientedpositioning solutions. The former
aim at locating RFID tags, while the latter intend to find the position of portable RFID
readers. Both approaches are likely to be employed as a basis to implement ”location
based” services, although their application scenarios are reasonably much wider.

In fact, tag-oriented solutions require to equip the locating target with a simple
RFID tag, that usually can’t provide any further networking functions than standard
read/write operations. Thus, since there is no immediate way to process location infor-
mation directly at the locating target, such approaches are well suited for services that
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don’t require positioning information to be spread and exploited directly by the located
object. Rather, they can be employed to compute target locations and likely process
them in a centralized manner, i.e. with the aid of external information systems. Appli-
cations that could benefit from such solutions comprise objects/goods localization, e.g.
inventory management of goods in logistics systems, or evenpeople positioning, e.g.
remote localization of people in special environments, such as hospitals or stores just
to make some examples. Key point in the envisaged scenarios is the use of asingle
technology(RFID) for bothidentificationandlocationpurposes at the same time.

Differently, reader-oriented approaches require the locating target to hold a portable
RFID reader, larger and more expensive than a simple tag and usually (but not neces-
sarily) hosted by either a PDA, a laptop PC or a smart-phone. Such devices offer further
computational and networking capabilities and, thus, can provide more complex appli-
cations; these latter are, typically, built upon raw positioning data and enhanced through
either local or network-retrieved information. Thus, reader-oriented solutions fit peo-
ple/vehicle location services that require the locating target to obtain direct knowledge
of its position. Common examples of such services are: localized advertisement, guid-
ance/map provisioning (e.g. in museums, squares, large buildings), location of stock
mover cars in indoor warehouses.

In [2] we assessed the performance achievable by some reader-oriented approaches.
In this paper we propose and assess, by experimental trials,a reader-oriented location
algorithm calledLocation Estimation through Proximity Information(LEPI), that tries
to enhance the proximity information collected by a portable reader (i.e. the plain iden-
tification data concerning the set of active tags reachable through its interrogations) by
means of relevant RF power measures. These can help in selecting the actually closest
tags and, finally, are used to infer the reader location.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide anoverview of previous
works on localization through RFID systems and discuss the main benefits and limi-
tations. In Section 3 we report in detail the rationale of ourapproach and describe the
LEPI operational behavior from a general perspective. Subsequently, Section 4 focuses
on the experimental results obtained as the output of field tests that aim at comparing
our approach with other RFID localization solutions and at evaluating the impact some
system parameters have on the location accuracy. Finally, in Section 5 we draw our
conclusions and envisage possible evolutions of the research.

2 Related Work

In the last few years, RFID based localization techniques have been investigated from
the point of view of several specific applications. As introduced in the previous section,
we suggest a classification into two main design approaches,depending on the actual
target of the positioning procedures: RFIDtag-orientedlocation solutions, which aim
at locating RFID tags, and RFIDreader-orientedlocation solutions, which intend to
provide a portable reader with an estimate of its own position.

Earlier work on the former class of solutions is well synthesized by LANDMARC
[3], which proposes to locate an active RFID tag through RF-power distances with re-
spect to other RFID tags, used asreference tagsand deployed at fixed, known locations.
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More specifically, spatial maps ofReceived Signal Strength(RSS) measures are build
dynamically, thanks to the presence of the reference tags. Through thek-nearest neigh-
bor algorithm applied in the RSS space, thek closest reference tags are selected and the
location of the target tag is finally estimated as a suitable average among the positions
of such nearest reference tags. In our previous work [2], we conducted a wide cam-
paign to evaluate the actual performance of LANDMARC under general experimental
conditions, while considering both indoor and outdoor scenarios. We concluded that
such tag-oriented algorithms require highly expensive infrastructures, including numer-
ous RFID tags and RFID readers/antennas, if satisfactory positioning accuracies are
required, especially in indoor environments.

As for reader-orientedlocation solutions, [4] proposes to spread a very large num-
ber of passive RFID tags, that can act as reference tags, overthe area of interest, thus
creating a so-calledSuper-distributed RFID tag infrastructure. A portable reader po-
sition can be inferred either through the identification of the closest reference tag sur-
rounding it or, in case of multiple tags identification, evenby simple averaging the
positions of the identified tags. As a possible application,the authors suggest to track
the trajectory of a moving reader over a super-distributed RFID tags grid. Similar ap-
proaches have also been studied in the field of assistance to blind people [5, 6] and in
robot localization [7]. In [5, 6] RFID readers, embedded in shoes or in walking sticks
of visually impaired people, are used to collect proximity information from RFID tags
spread across the operating area. The main emphasis in the cited papers is on defining
application scenarios, rather than on conducting in-depthanalyses on location proce-
dures and on their best operational and project parameters.In robotics, the issue of
locating RFID readers has been investigated in [7], where statistical filters are exploited
to enhance odometry information by means of RFID tag identification.

In [9] a classification similar to the one introduced in the present paper is shown. In
particular, theActive schemeaiming at providing the localization of a portable reader
and thePassive schemefor localization of a tagged item are outlined. The target position
is assessed through a nonlinear optimization method that minimize an error objective
function.

The active scheme requires a number of tags with known position placed on the floor
and on the ceiling as minimum infrastructure. The passive scheme, instead, requires one
tags grid placed on the floor or on the ceiling and a number of fixed reader (at least 4).
Several simulations are carried out by the authors to evaluate the performance of the
proposed schemes. In particular, they study the impact of parameters such as the density
of the references tag grid, the number of the antennas (radiation elements), and the
irregularity of transmission signal pattern quantified by avalue that takes into account
the maximum variation of the reader transmission. The scenario in which simulations
are conducted is similar to a typical 40 X 8 X 8 feet container;640 tags in the active
scheme, and 8 reader with the addition of a tag grid for the passive scheme, are required
to obtaining high location precision.

The approach introduced in the present paper is not comparable to the one previ-
ously cited for two main reasons: we show results obtained through experimental trials,
while in [9] the performance evaluation of the proposal is simulated; furthermore, the
experimental results shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of positioning schemes
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does not give enough details to allow carrying out comparisons. More specifically, our
algorithm gathers incremental proximity information fromregular grids of RFID active
tags, by operating a suitable control over the RF-power of reader’s interrogations. The
main aim is to select tags that are actually the closest to thereader’s location and, then,
to average their positions and get a final position estimate.

3 Proposed Approach: Location Estimation through Proximity
Information (LEPI)

In this section we propose a location estimation approach, calledLocation Estimation
through Proximity Information(LEPI), that aims at assessing the position of a portable
RFID reader device over a grid of RFID tags. More specifically, the reader’s location is
estimated as a weighted linear combination of the coordinates of those RFID tags that
the portable reader recognizes as the nearest ones. We analyze the impact of different
weighting functions, based on RF power measures, on the determination of the actually
closest tags among those detected by reader interrogations.

The operation of LEPI is based on these intuitive observations: (i) the transmission
power of scan requests emitted by the reader determines the size of the interrogation
area and, consequently, the number of RFID tags that are ableto respond; (ii) RFID
tags that are physically closer to the RFID reader are more likely to respond to inter-
rogations generated at lower transmission powers comparedto the farther ones; (iii) by
adding little increments to the transmission power of the scan requests, we are confident
to always collect sets of RFID tags that are supersets of those collected with lower pow-
ers;(iv) by suitably averaging the coordinates of the RFID tags sensed as the nearest we
can guess the actual reader’s position.

We propose to deploy a two-dimensional grid of RFID tags, called reference tags,
that are evenly spread over the area of interest, as shown in Fig.1. Each reference tag
is associated to its own position on the grid either directly, by storing its coordinates
into its memory, or indirectly, through a suitable mapping between IDs and positions
provided by external information systems (e.g. a database available to the reader).

In Fig. 2 we describe how LEPI approach is executed. First, the reader generates
a sequence of interrogations (i.e. of broadcast scan messages that wake up the reach-
able tags and query their IDs), each one transmitted with an increasing level of trans-
mission power. We suppose to start interrogating at the lowest admitted transmission
power and to stop when the highest allowed power is reached; thus actually increasing
the reader detection range from the smallest to the largest available. During the inter-
rogation phase, the reader associates to each identified tagthe RF power of the first
interrogation that woke it up (i.e. the lowest power transmitted by the reader that is ca-
pable to switch the tag on). We call such a valueidentification powerand use it as an
index of the proximity between tag and reader. Specifically,we assume that the lower
the identification power, the closer the detected tag to the reader location (with a high
probability). The interrogation cycle is stopped as soon asone of these conditions is
met:

– (At least) a suitable, predefined numberk of near tagshas answered the interro-
gations, thus been detected. In case of detection of more tags than expected, then
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the firstk tags are selected, based on the RSS of their answers as measured by the
reader.

– The reader reached its highest transmission power. In such acase the currently
detected tags are selected asnear tags, whichever their number.

Finally, the reader’s location is assessed as a linear combination of the positions of such
k near tags, that can take into account the relevantidentification powermeasures.

Fig. 1. LEPI configuration with RFID tags placed as reference pointsover a regular grid and a
portable RFID reader.

The numberk of the admittednear tagsis a key parameter in the protocol design.
Depending onk, the target position is evaluated as coincident with the reference tag
that was detected first, ifk = 1, or as a suitable point over the line or polygon whose
vertexes fall on thek near tags, if k > 1. In order to average among such vertexes, we
propose to distinguish among different weighting functions:

– Center of mass(CM), the simplest weighting method, consists in estimating the
reader’s location as the center of mass of thenear tags’ positions. In so doing, the
same weight is given to all selected near tags.

– Transmission power(TX pow), that assigns a weight to the selectednear tags
based on theiridentification power, defined above as the RF transmission power of
the first interrogation that woke them up. Since we consider higher identification
powermeasures as an index of longer distances between reader and tags, we choose
to assign lower weights to tags associated to higheridentification powers. Thus, we
define weights aswi =

1/IP i∑
k

l=1
1/IP

l

, i = 1, ..., k whereIPi is the identification

power of the ith near tag.
– Reception power(RX pow) considers a different RF power value associated to

each near tag, calledreception power; this is defined as the RSS of the response
signal emitted by a tag following an interrogation, and it ismeasured by the reader
antenna. Such a metric is complementary to theidentification powerwe have used
so far, since it takes into account the return link of the communication between
reader and tags. To a first approximation, a higher value ofreception powerfor
a tag can be associated to a higher proximity to the reader, thus we can assign a
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const int K; //predefined value of the near-tags
int tx_power = MINIMUM_TX_POW; //transmission power of the reader
Tags_array detected_tags;
while(detected_tags.length < K && tx_power <= MAXIMUM_TX_POW) {

/*broadcast an interrogation with tx_power power
and get the array of detected tags*/

detected_tags = exec_interrogation(tx_power);
tx_power += TX_POWER_STEP;
//increase reader tx_power at a fixed step

}
reader_position = average_positions(detected_tags);}

Fig. 2.Pseudocode description of LEPI algorithm.

higher weight to it. In formulas, the weight associated to the ith near tagis wi =
RPi∑
k

l=1
RP l

, i = 1, ..., k, whereRPi is its respectivereception power.

By selecting the reference tags detected with low RF-power interrogations as the
nearest to the reader, the LEPI approach translates closeness (in the radio signal prop-
agation space) into proximity (in the actual - i.e. physical, space). However, there are
many well known issues affecting the propagation of radio waves in indoor environ-
ments [8] that don’t allow for direct correlation between RF-power and physical dis-
tance. Further, it is necessary to take into account effectslike false-negativereadings,
i.e. unsuccessful detection of tags that are actually in thereader range, andfalse-positive
readings, i.e. detection of tags that are far away from the reader and should fall out of
its expected interrogation range [7]. Consequently, it is conceivable that the results of
interrogations can bring to the selection ofnear tagsthat are not physically close to
the target location; this leading to positioning errors. The LEPI approach tries to miti-
gate such an effect by selecting more than onenear tag, thus distributing the impact of
possible errors among them.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we will show performance results of the proposed approach, by ana-
lyzing some design parameters and by drawing a comparison with LANDMARC [3]
(widely considered as a reference for location algorithms based on RFID systems). In
order to carry out performance comparisons with LANDMARC, we implemented LEPI
approach through an active RFID system, although cheaper passive RFID tags could fit
as well to deploy LEPI solution.

We built a regular grid of RFID tags, as shown in Fig.1, in an indoor scenario con-
sisting of a lecture room in which we added different pieces of furniture to simulate
the required harsh environment. The grid is composed of 25 i-Q RFID tags produced
by Identec Solutions [11], capable of up to100m identification range, that are put at a
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fixed distance∆ of 120cm on both axes. Such choice for∆ was driven by the need to
find a suitable compromise between the accuracy required by common indoor location
services, that would ask for denser tags grids, and the operational costs of the location
infrastructure, that increase when deploying thicker tag distributions.

The portable RFID reader, an Identec i-Card3 PCMCIA reader,was mounted on
a laptop PC programmed to run LEPI and was moved on 32 positions, spanning the
whole grid. The i-Card3 reader can generate interrogationswith different values of RF
transmission power, ranging between−60dbm and−10dbm. In our implementation of
LEPI, we started to send interrogation messages at the lowest available transmission
power and increased it with a step of1dbm a time, until either the predefined numberk

of near tags was detected or the highest transmission power was reached, as expressed
in the LEPI formulation.

As for LANDMARC operation, we used two i-Port3 fixed RFID readers [11], that
drove8 antennas positioned at the edges of the grid of Fig.1. Differently from LEPI ap-
proach, LANDMARC is a tag-oriented location approach, thuswe performed a further
sequence of interrogations, by placing a RFID tag at the samepositions in the grid we
had previously selected to run LEPI, and leaving unaltered the remaining setup.

The positioning accuracy is assessed by determining thelocation error, defined as
the Euclidean distance between the actual target location,i.e. the position of the RFID
reader, and the one returned by the LEPI algorithm.

The first analysis we carried out is a comparison between LEPIand LANDMARC
approaches, whose results are shown in Fig. 3. The reported curves represent the exper-
imental cumulative distributions of the location errors ofLEPI and LANDMARC algo-
rithms, whenk = 4 reference tags are selected asnear tagsandcenter of massis used as
the averaging function amongnear tags. We can observe that, under this configuration,
LEPI attains lower location errors both on the average, witherrors of about130cm,
and with reference to higher percentages of experiments, like 90% of measurements,
where errors not greater than200cm are accomplished. Differently, LANDMARC ex-
periences far higher errors, that compromise the use of the estimated positions. Such
results, attained indoors for LANDMARC approach, are consistent with our previous
analysis [2] and testify to the limitations of location methods based on direct RF power
measurements in indoor scenarios. LEPI approach, that leverages on the detection of
incremental proximity information, seems more capable of filtering out ”false near”
reference tags.

A further analysis can be conducted about the optimal numberk of near tagsthat
shall be chosen by LEPI as the closest to the target location.In Fig. 4 we report the ex-
perimental cumulative distribution of location errors obtained when varyingk between
1 and5 and using thecenter of massas the weighting function among the selectednear
tags. Although the curves intersect in some points within the area of low probabilities,
we still can distinguish an interesting behavior with reference to higher probabilities,
that correspond to a high degree of confidence on the experimental result. If, for in-
stance, we focus on a probability of0.9, we can notice that the use of either3, 4 or even
5 near tagsresults to be effective in terms of location performance, differently from
the cases of eitherk = 1 or k = 2. In other words, trusting in more reference tags to
estimate the target location seems to allow for a reduction of positioning errors. We in-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of location error between LANDMARC and LEPI, with k = 4 reference
points selected asnear tags.

terpret this result by observing that incorrect selectionsof near tagscan seriously affect
location accuracy when a few tags are employed (k = 1, 2), while the use of morenear
tagscan mitigate such effect.
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Fig. 4.Experimental cumulative distribution of location error when varying the numberk of near
tagsin LEPI.

On the other hand, It is easy to argue that the higher the number of near tags,
the longer is the time needed to complete localization procedures. In fact, a higher
number of interrogations, emitted with increasing transmission power, is likely to be
needed in order to detect higher numbers of tags. Our preliminary analysis on timing
issues of LEPI approach, reported in Table 1, shows the average time needed to finalize
positioning procedures with different numbersk of near tags, when using a fixed step
of 1dbm for the reader transmission power. We can observe that the average location
time increases withk, according to a non-linear law, and becomes as high as12.41s

whenk = 5.
Starting from these results, we deduce that selecting the best value fornear tags

requires not only the evaluation of the achievable accuracy, but also an evaluation of
the maximum tolerated delays associated to the location service of interest. Different
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policies and considerations can be conceived, based on special characteristics of each
reader-oriented positioning application (e.g. degree of the reader’s mobility, demanded
location accuracy,. . . ), in order to find the most suitable operational configurations. For
instance, delay-sensitive location services, e.g. tracking of fast mobile devices, could
not benefit from the higher accuracies achievable by using more near tags, since they
would heavily be affected by the resulting delays. Due to space limitations, we leave
more detailed studies on such an issue as a further research activity.

Table 1. Average time required to complete LEPI location when varying the numberk of near
tags.

k 1 2 3 4 5
time (secs) 0.68 1.35 4.29 8.55 12.41

Last point it is worth highlighting concerns the weighting functions amongnear
tags. In Fig. 5 we analyze the positioning accuracy achieved whenusing the three av-
eraging methods introduced in the previous section. More specifically, we reported lo-
cation errors obtained in 90% of the conducted field measurements, for each weighting
function and with different numbers ofnear tags. Clearly, abscissa values start from
k = 2, instead ofk = 1, since different weighting functions don’t influence the results
when a singlenear tagis selected. We can notice that the use of different weighting
functionsdoes notexhibit a plain impact on the location accuracy, when varying the
number ofnear tags. Therefore, we cannot determine a general benefit coming from
a particular solution. Based on such considerations, we canconclude that smart aver-
aging policies, even based on RSS measures, cannot significantly help in improving
the location performance; being this latter mainly driven by the correct selection of the
near tags. Thus, it is preferable, and strongly suggested, to rely on the simplest of the
proposed averaging solutions, that is thecenter of mass.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we conducted an analysis of location solutionsbased on RFID systems,
providing a basic distinction betweentag-orientedandreader-orientedapproaches. Be-
sides, we proposed areader-orientedpositioning algorithm calledLocation Estima-
tion through Proximity Information(LEPI). We assessed the location accuracy of LEPI
through an experimental campaign conducted indoor; it showed that such a positioning
approach is more advantageous when compared to othertag-orientedsolutions. We also
detailed the impact of key project parameters affecting theresulting location accuracy,
in order to determine the best operational conditions.

Future research perspectives comprise: (i) testing LEPI ina more dynamic envi-
ronment with large mobile objects, (ii) the enhancement of the proposed localization
technique toward tracking applications, where a stronger emphasis is put ondynamic
positioning of moving people over a known area. In such a scenario, the time required
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to complete the positioning procedures plays a significant role too, besides location
accuracy.
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